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Bounce Announces Summer Slate, Including Dates For
Cedric The Entertainer’s New Series ‘Finding Happy’ and ‘Johnson’

New All-Black Female-Driven Series ‘Finding Happy’
Highlights Bounce’s Upcoming Original Slate

By Naomi Richard
VILLAGER

Entertainment Reporter

(VILLAGER) -
Bounce, the popular
broadcast and multi-
platform entertainment
network serving African
Americans, has unveiled
its upcoming original
programming schedule.
The lineup features an
all-new original series
about Black women that
is written, produced, di-
rected by, and starring
Black women, “Finding
Happy.”

“Finding Happy” is
a dramedy following the
Black female experience
through the unfulfilled
life of Yaz Carter, begin-
ning with her unhappy
36th birthday. The 10-
episode debut season
features Yaz’s loving but
complicated family, her
stagnant career in the
evolving landscape of
radio, and a merry-go-
round of unrewarded
love while dating in the
love desert of Atlanta.
“Finding Happy” reveals
over time that true hap-

piness can only be found
within.

B. Simone (MTV’s
“Wild ‘n Out”) stars as
Yaz along with Kim Coles
(“Living Single”),
Marketta Patrice (“Black
Jesus”), Angela Gibbs
(“Hacks”), Stevie Baggs
Jr. (“Ruthless”) and Mike
Merrill (“A La Carte”).
Kendra Jo serves as the
showrunner/writer and
co-creator along with
Yasmine Coleman. An-
gela Wells. Eric C.
Rhone, Cedric the Enter-
tainer, Yasmine
Coleman, Angela Wells,
Kendra Jo, and Reesha L.
Archibald are the show’s
executive producers.

“Finding Happy” is
being developed as a
companion show to
Bounce’s male-centric
breakout hit “Johnson.”
Deji LaRay, who created
the dramedy, returns for
season two on July 10,
and Terri J. Vaughn joins
the ensemble cast
alongside LaRay, Tho-
mas Q. Jones, D.L.
Hughley, Derrex Brady
and Philip A. Smithey.

Both “Johnson”
and “Finding Happy”
come from Cedric The
Entertainer & Eric C.
Rhone’s production
company, A Bird & A Bird
Entertainment, and the
pair serve as co-execu-
tive producers.

Bounce will also
debut a new original
movie “Faith Heist 2” in

time for the holidays as
a sequel to last year’s
popular movie, “Faith
Heist.”  Last year’s movie
garnered multiple Cana-
dian Screen Award
nominations, Canada’s
version of the Emmys.

The original cast
members, including
Jonathan Langdon,

Dalmar Abuzeid, and
Sagine Semajuste, re-
peat their roles as Pastor
Benjamin (Langdon) and
his motley crew of
congregants. This time,
they find themselves
locked in the local mall
just as a fearsome team
of armed thieves break
in to rob the place and

all the money raised by
the church for a worthy
Christmas charity. Un-
able to flee or signal for
help, the pastor and his
friends realize it’s up to
them to battle the
crooks and save the mall
all before Christmas
morning. “Faith Heist 2”
is being produced by JB

Sugar and No Equal En-
tertainment.

Bounce TV features
a programming mix of
original series and mov-
ies, theatrical motion
pictures, off-network se-
ries, specials, and events
designed for African
American audiences.
Plan now to tune in!


